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Welcome To 2dollar Store all our products comes with Resale Rights.Buy from here and sell it anywhere

and make big profits or you can use it for your Personal Use. Product Details--- So do you personalize

your emails - autorespinder emails, ezine and newsletter mails? If not, you are loosing money As you

know Joe/Joyane , the most important part in a salesletter is the headline. Copywriting gurus claim that a

headline can often make or break your salesletter. Its important because 80 of the people read only the

headline. They read that first and decide wether to continue or not So if you have a strong headline that

grabs peoples attention, you will get a good response. Now, what if you could call out to the prospect by

his name, right from the headline, and grab his attention right from the start? Wouldnt that grab him by the

eyeballs and literally glue him to the page? Dont you think that it would boost the readership and get more

people to read your sales-message? This is probably the simplest and most guaranteed way of boosting

your response by a significant and measurable amount. There Was No Way of Personalizing Your

Website... ...until now. But now, you can just add a few lines of code to your website, and enjoy a better

response by personalizing your website. "How Does It Work... With this software, you can personalize

your website in two ways (unike some other personalization scripts). Here's how they work: 1st Method:

Personalize Through Email You can use this method to boost up the response from your email

campaigns, if you have an ezine or newsletter or even an autoresponder series. Suppose you are send

an email to your list about your new book on 'How to Make a Million In a Year'. Normally you would just

send them a link that looks like: HowToMakeAMillionInAYear.com/new-book.htm But now, you send them

a 'personalized-link' which looks like this: HowToMakeAMillionInAYear.com/new-book.htm?Stephen And

when the visitor clicks on the link, he is taken to a page which is personalized with his name. A page that

says, "Hi Joe, How are you doing today?" instead of "Dear Fellow Internet Marketers" or something like

that... How do you do this? Just put the 'personalization code' of your autoresponder or ezine manager at

the end of the URL after a question mark. Different autoresponders and scripts use different codes, like or

or of whatever. Just put that at the end of the URL after a question mark. So your url should look

something like: YourSiteName.com/? (or) YourSiteName.com/? OR YourSiteName.com/somepage.htm?
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(or) YourSiteName.com/somepage.htm? Its Completely Error Safe... And the most important part is, it is

completely error safe. Which means, if there's some problem with your autoresponder or ezine, and you

get emails that read like: Hi The script will automatically detect it, and redirect the visitor to another

non-personalized page. That way, it appears completely normal to them, and instead of making more

sales, you don't end up loosing them... 2nd Method: Directly Ask The Visitor's Name on the Website You

can also add another piece of code to directly ask for the user's name on any webpage. Here's how that

works... When a visitor visits your website, he gets a prompt message, asking him his name. When he

enters his name, it automatically gets personalized with his name. Product Righst---Master Resale Rights

Retail Value ---$47 To Your Great Sucess Singh our store 2dollarstore.tradebit.com
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